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eMedia Music to Expand the Guitar Lab DVD Series with Two New Titles for June 2014: 

1-2-3 Jazz with Frank Vignola and 1-2-3 Fingerstyle Guitar with Muriel Anderson 

 
 

Seattle, WA June 24, 2014.  eMedia Music Corp., publisher of the world’s best-selling series of music 

tutorial CD-ROMs and DVDs, in partnership with TrueFire, will release two new titles in the Guitar Lab line of 

guitar instruction DVDs in June 2014. 1-2-3 Jazz with Frank Vignola, and 1-2-3 Fingerstyle Guitar with Muriel 

Anderson will be in stores June 30, 2014.  

 

1-2-3 Jazz with Frank Vignola presents an intuitive approach for learning how to play jazz guitar without a 

trace of theory, no tedious exercises and no long drawn out hyperbole about modes, altered chords and 

similar rocket science. Frank Vignola is an accomplished Jazz guitarist who has recorded and performed with 

Donald Fagen, David Grisman, Les Paul, Queen Latifah, Mark O Connor, and Wynton Marsalis. Frank has 

written 18 guitar instruction books for Mel Bay Publications, and has recorded several CD-ROM educational 

products for Truefire.com. He has performed hundreds of clinics and master classes at major universities and 

colleges throughout the country including Julliard and Boston University.   

 

1-2-3 Fingerstyle Guitar with Muriel Anderson is designed for intermediate to advanced flat-pick players who 

are ready to throw down that pick for a while to finally get a handle on fingerstyle. That's the secret ingredient 

of this study program – it’s a beginning fingerstyle course NOT a beginner’s course. You won't be bogged 

down working through a ton of remedial instruction. One of the world's foremost fingerstyle guitarists and 

harp-guitarists, Muriel Anderson, is the first woman to have won the National Fingerstyle Guitar 

Championship. Muriel fell in love with the guitar at an early age and learned every style available to her 

beginning with folk, bluegrass and then jazz in high school. She received a degree in music from DePaul 

University and went on to study with classical virtuoso, Christopher Parkening and with Nashville legend, Chet 

Atkins. She has composed music since about the age of five and has written solo instrumentals and vocals, 

choral and orchestral compositions. 

 

1-2-3 Jazz with Frank Vignola and 1-2-3 Fingerstyle Guitar with Muriel Anderson will be released on DVD 

June 30, 2014, and will be available at retail stores nationwide and online at an estimated retail price of 

$24.95. The Guitar Lab DVD Series includes over 30 titles for beginner to advanced guitar and bass 

instruction. All DVDs feature PIP (Picture in Picture) video, a manual, standard notation, tab, Guitar Pro 6 

files, practice rhythm tracks, and additional bonus material. 
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